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It is known that there is a positive correlation between order book imbalance and future returns. Although some previous studies
using actual trading data have suggested that high-frequency trading (HFT) may take this characteristic into account, HFT frms
have not disclosed their specifc strategies. Furthermore, there has been a long-standing debate in the empirical research feld as to
whether HFT is the cause of fash crashes, but no fnal conclusion has been reached. In the present study, we analysed the impacts
of HFT taking into account the correlation between order book imbalance and future returns on a stable market and on a market
with a fash crash, using agent-based simulations, which are said to be capable of analysing events in their essence. We also
analysed how HFT investment performance difers between those two market conditions. Te results showed that HFT has the
efect of further stabilizing the market when the market is stable but does not take place during fash crashes and so is unable to
afect the market either for the good or the bad. Te results also suggest that the proposed HFT’s performance is more sensitive to
market price fuctuations than conventional HFT (i.e., HFT following a position market-making strategy) and tends to have high
risk and high returns.

1. Introduction

In recent years, high-frequency trading (HFT), which uses
powerful computers to trade at high speed, has had a sig-
nifcant impact on the fnancial markets. For example,
Ohyama and Suzuki [1] reported that the proportion of HFT
orders among all orders was about 70%, whereas the pro-
portion of the trading value of HFT was about 40% in the
Tokyo Securities Exchange (TSE). Accordingly, there have
been numerous studies on the impact of HFT on a market.
Some studies have reported that HFT provides market li-
quidity [2–5]. Jarnecic et al. [3] compared HFT orders with
the remainder of trading orders in the limit order book and
found that the former were submitted at multiple prices to
the limit order book, concentrated around the quote. Tis
fnding indicated HFT improves market liquidity. Hosaka
[4] has put forward the suggestion that the HFT transactions

have increased in depth, which means the number of orders
whose prices are around the best price in the order book.
Using NASDAQ trading data, Carrion [5] found that
spreads widened in trades where HFTprovided liquidity and
narrowed in trades where HFT took away liquidity. From
these results, the authors conclude that HFT provides li-
quidity when liquidity is scarce and consumes liquidity when
liquidity is plentiful.

On the other hand, researchers are divided on
whether HFT provides liquidity during a fnancial crisis.
For example, Ohyama and Suzuki [1] claimed HFT
provided liquidity in terms of spread, i.e., it narrowed
bid/ask spreads, during the COVID-19 crisis. However,
Weill [6] studied the optimal liquidity provision of HFT
during fnancial crashes and revealed that HFT provided
the optimal amount of liquidity if HFT had sufcient
capital at the time of the disruption. Tis result showed
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that HFT does not always provide buy orders at the time
of a crash.

Tere have been many studies about the impact of HFTon
themarket during a fash crash, such as the fash crash ofMay 6,
2010, in particular [7–11]. For example, the CFTC-SEC reported
that HFT initially provided liquidity to the market, but between
2:41 and 2:44 p.m., HFT traders aggressively sold about 2,000 E-
Mini contracts in order to reduce their temporary long positions
[7, 8]. Sornette and Von der Becke [9] stated that it was an
almost certain that HFT would lead to a higher frequency of
crashes if there was much aggressive high-frequency selling that
would frequently clear out all 10 levels of depth before the ofer
price could adjust downward during the fash crash on May 6,
2010, as reported by Nanex (Nanex report on May 6th fash
crash) https://www.nanex.net/20100506/FlashCrashAnalysis_
CompleteText.html). Golub et al. [10] concluded that it ap-
pears likely that mini fash crashes are caused by HFT activity,
given the speed and the magnitude of the crashes.

Various HFT strategies have also been reported
[4, 12, 13]. ASIC [12] categorized strategies into three types:
electronic liquidity provision strategies, statistical arbitrage
strategies, and liquidity detection strategies. A market-
making strategy is a type of electronic liquidity provision
strategy in which the majority of HFT trading volume and
more than 80% of HFT limit order submissions are asso-
ciated with market-making [13].

Tere have also been a number of studies on the market
impact of order imbalance, whichmeans the imbalance between
sell and buy order submissions. One type of such studies looks
at order book imbalance (OBI). OBI is the diference between
the number of buy orders and that of sell orders in the order
book around the best quote. It is known that OBI is correlated
with future returns, i.e., positive returns are obtainedwhen there
are more buy orders than sell orders around the best quote, and
negative returns are obtained when there are more sell orders
than buy orders [14, 15]. Hereinafter, we call this property the
OBI property. Empirical analysis reveals that HFTmay be based
on the correlation between OBI and future returns [16–18].
Cartea et al. [15] investigated the correlation between high-
frequency price changes and OBI (they referred to OBI as the
order fow imbalance) and proposed a linear model of the
relationship between them. Goldstein et al. [18] claimed that the
relative level of stock prices in the future increases as the
number of buy orders relative to sell orders in the limit order
book increases. Although few reports have been published on
specifc strategies, Stoikov [19] proposed a micro-price that is
a mid-price adjustment that incorporates OBIs and bid-ask
spreads. He found that the micro-price was a better predictor
for short-term movements of mid-prices than mid-prices and
volume-weighted mid-prices.

In recent years, although many complex forecasting
methods based on deep learning have been developed for
stock price prediction [20], HFT is often conducted using
relatively simple algorithms for speed. However, such al-
gorithms can cause large losses if unexpected events such as
fash crashes occur. Nevertheless, when trying to analyze the
impact of an unexpected event such as a fash crash on HFT,
it is impractical and difcult to cause such an event to occur
in an actual market. Even if a fash crash can be made to

occur, it is difcult to extract only its direct impact on the
market because various other external factors exist simul-
taneously in the market.

Tis study attempts to circumvent these barriers and
analyze the intrinsic impact of a fash crash on a market
by using an artifcial market (AM). An AM is a fnancial
market multiagent system constructed virtually on
a computer [21–25]. In an AM, each agent, which is
assumed to be an investor, is given a unique trading
strategy and is allowed to trade fnancial assets based on
its own strategy. We can then see how the market is
afected by the behaviors of many agents and how the
agents in turn are afected by changes in the market. Tere
have been previous studies on market liquidity using AMs
[26–29], and the relationship between HFT and fash
crashes has also been investigated with AMs [30, 31].
Karvik et al. [30] used AMs to fnd that the frequency of
fash crashes may be proportional to the frequency of
HFT transactions. Tis fnding suggests that HFT is
a cause of fash crashes, as also suggested by the empirical
studies mentioned above. Vuorenmaa and Wang [31]
found using an AM that the probability of a fash crash
increases as the number of HFT agents increases or their
positions decrease.

However, there has been no discussion of the impacts of
HFT with an OBI strategy on stable markets and markets
with fash crashes, based on the results of analyses with AMs;
furthermore, as mentioned above, empirical studies have not
clarifed whether HFT behaviour is the cause of fash crashes.
Terefore, the contributions in our paper are as follows.

(i) A stable market and an unstable market with a fash
crash as AMs were built to investigate how three
types of HFT agents afect the markets. Te three
types of HFT agents were as follows. One was an
HFT agent with a market-making strategy, which is
common among HFT strategies. Another was an
HFT agent with an OBI strategy that combines
a market-making strategy with one looking at the
positive correlation between OBI and future
returns.Te third was an HFTagent with the reverse
OBI strategy that combines a market-making
strategy with one looking at the negative correla-
tion between OBI and future returns.

(ii) Te fnding that HFT agents’ transactions contrib-
ute to more stable prices in the stable market,
whereas their transactions are not expected to be
efective in stabilizing price in the market with the
fash crash, was obtained.

(iii) It was investigated how the performance of each
HFTagent is afected by each of the twomarkets and
it was found that the HFT strategy taking into ac-
count the OBI tends to be high-risk and high-
return.

Te rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2
explains our proposed AM. Section 3 reports on simulations
that we conducted using our AM. Section 4 presents the
simulation results. Section 5 gives our conclusions.
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2. AM Model

We built a new AM with three types of HFTagents based on
the model constructed by Yagi et al. [29], as their model is
able to reproduce the statistical characteristics of the long-
term price fuctuations found in previous empirical studies.
In our market model, normal agents (Section 2.1) and three
types of HFTagents (Section 2.2) are available. Te position-
based market maker (PMM) adopts a position market-
making strategy, the position-based OBI market maker
(POMM) combines the position market-making strategy
with an OBI strategy, and a position-based reverse OBI
market maker (PrOMM) combines the position market-
making strategy with the reverse OBI strategy. Note that
PrOMM may not be following a realistic strategy, but it is
provided for comparison with PMM and POMM. Te
pricing mechanism in the model is a continuous double
auction.Tis means that if there are buy (sell) order prices in
the order book that are higher (lower) than the sell (buy)
order price of the agent, then an agent’s order is immediately
matched to the highest buy order (lowest sell order) in the
order book. On the other hand, if there are no orders in the
order book, then the order does not match any other order
and remains in the order book. We call the former type of
order placed by an agent a market order and the latter type
a limit order. Te orders in the order book are canceled at
time tc (i.e., the order efective period) after the order was
placed. Te tick size ∆P is the minimum unit for the price.
When orders are sell (buy) orders, fractional values smaller
than ∆P are rounded up (down).

Normal agent (NA) j� 0 to NA j� n− 1 submit orders
for one share at a time in sequence, where after the order by
NA n− 1 is submitted, NA 0 submits the next order. Te
time t is incremented by 1 each time an NA places an order.
Terefore, the process goes forward one step even if an order
placed by an NA becomes a limit order, that is, if the order
does not match to any other orders in the order book. An
HFTagent places both a buy order and a sell order just before
the NA submission. Te HFT agent cancels their previous
buy and sells in the order book if any remains there and
places new buy and sell limit orders. Te process does not
move forward one step after an HFT order submission. All
agents trade only one type of risk asset. All agents can trade
assets indefnitely because the quantity of cash of each agent
is set indefnitely, and they can short sell.

2.1. Normal Agents (NAs). NAs are assumed to be general
investors in the real world and designed to be able to
replicate the characteristic of the real markets. An NA de-
termines the order price by combining the following three
trading strategies: the fundamental strategy, the technical
strategy, and the noise strategy. Te fundamental strategy
refers to the fundamental price to make investment de-
cisions. Te technical strategy uses past price movements to
make investment decisions. Te noise strategy represents
trial-and-error investment decisions. Te weights of the
fundamental and technical strategies are changed by
learning as market conditions change.

We now explain the order process and the learning
process of NA. In the order process, NA j decides the order
prices as follows. Te rate of the expected price of NA j at
time t, i.e., the expected return, is given by the following
equation.

re
t
j �

1
w1

t
j + w2

t
j + uj

w1
t
jr1

t
j + w2

t
jr2

t
j + ujϵ

t
j . (1)

Te initial term in equation (1) normalizes the impact of the
three trading strategies. ri

t
j is the i-th expected return of NA j at

time t. r1
t
j denotes the expected return of the fundamental

strategy and is calculated as ln (Pf/Pt− 1), whichmeans thatNA
j expects a positive (negative) return when the fundamental
price is higher (lower) than the previousmarket price. Note that
Pt is themarket price at time t, andPf is the fundamental price,
which is constant over time.Te initial market price P0 is set to
Pf, and themarket price is set to themost recent price when no
trades have been made. r2

t
j denotes the expected return of the

technical strategy and is calculated as ln (Pt− 1/Pt− 1− τt ), which
means that NA j expects a positive (negative) return when the
historical return is positive (negative). Note that τt is taken from
the uniform distribution between 1 and τmax at the start of the
simulation for NA j. ϵtj is set as a normally distributed random
error with a mean of 0 and standard deviation σε.

wi
t
j is the strategy weight of NA j at time t, w1

t
j denotes

the fundamental strategy weight, and w2
t
j denotes the

technical strategy weight. Both strategy weights are decided
according to the uniform distribution between 0 and wi,max
at the beginning of the simulation. Each weight is changed
by using the learning process described later. uj is the noise
strategy weight and is decided according to the uniform
distribution between 0 and umax at the beginning of the
simulation. We model the strategy weights as random
variables chosen independently.

Te expected price of NA j at time t, Pe
t
j, is calculated

according to the following equation.

Pe
t
j � P

t− 1 exp re
t
j . (2)

Te order price of NA j at time t, Po
t
j, is determined by

the uniform distribution between Pe
t
j − Pd and Pe

t
j + Pd,

where Pd is constant. If Po
t
j is less than Pe

t
j, then, NA j

submits a buy order whose price is Po
t
j for one share. If Po

t
j is

greater than Pe
t
j, then NA j submits a sell order whose price

is Po
t
j for one share.
Te learning process is performed before the order

process at each time. Comparing the sign of ri
t
j (i� 1, 2) with

that of rt
l � ln (Pt− n/Pt− 1− tl ), if both signs are the same, wt

i,j

is updated as follows:
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where kl is a constant, and qt
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distribution between 0 and 1. If ri
t
j and rt

l have opposite
signs, wt
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Tese equations mean that the weights of strategies
whose predicted direction of price change coincides with the
actual direction of price change are raised, while the weights
of strategies that are out of line are lowered. Furthermore,
wt

i,j is set according to the uniform distribution between
0 and wi,max with probability δl. Tis is an objective model of
the search for a better strategy by trial and error to fun-
damentally reevaluate the previous strategy.

2.2. HFT Agents. Tere are three types of HFT agents, i.e.,
PMM, POMM, and PrOMM, in our market model. PMM
adopts a position market-making strategy. Tis strategy is
as follows. First, PMM calculates the basic order price as
the mid-price. Te mid-price is the average of the best-bid
price and the best-ask price plus a value depending on its
own position, which means the amount of assets held by
PMM. Next, PMM simultaneously submits a buy order
whose price is the value of the basic order price minus the
spread, which is equal to the amount of its own expected
return per transaction, and a sell order whose price is the
value of the basic order price plus the spread [29].
Generally, PMM tries to keep its position neutral to avoid
the price fuctuation risk of its own asset. Tus, the more
PMM holds an asset, the lower PMM tends to set its buy
and sell order prices so that its sell order has a better
chance of matching an NA’s buy market order. Other-
wise, the more PMM short-sells the asset, the higher it
tends to set its buy and sell order prices so that its buy
order has a better chance of matching an NA’s sell market
order [32, 33].

POMM and PrOMM determine their basic order prices
using not only their own positions but also the diference
between the market buy depth and the market sell depth.
Note that depth means the amount of orders around the
highest range of buy orders and the lowest range of sell
orders. In this paper, the market buy depth is the amount of
buy orders from the best-bid price to Dp (�50) ticks lower
than the best-bid price, and the market sell depth is the
amount of sell orders from the best-ask price to Dp ticks
higher than the best-ask price.

Let the best-ask and best-bid prices, the mid-price, the
base spread of the HFT agent, the HFTagent’s position, and
the coefcient of its position be Pt,sell, Pt,buy, Pt,mid � (Pt,sell +

Pt,buy)/2, θpm, st
pm, and wpm, respectively. Ten, the HFT

agent’s basic order price Pt
fv,pm, buy order price P

t,buy
o,pm, and

sell order price Pt,sell
o,pm are as determined by the following

equations:

P
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2
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(5)

As mentioned above, PMM trades without taking
large positions to avoid price fuctuation risk. To model

this, Pt
fv,pm is calculated nonlinearly from Pt,mid in

equation (5). Te power exponent of the weighted portion
of the position is set to an odd number (�3) to take into
account the direction of the position. As a result, the
larger the HFT agent’s buy (sell) position is, the easier its
sell (buy) order fnds a match.

OBI at time t, ot
pm, is defned by the following equation:

o
t
pm �

Dp
t,buy

− Dp
t,sell

Bp
t,buy

+ Bp
t,sell , (6)

where Dpt,buy, Dpt,sell, Bpt,buy, and Bpt,sell are the buy depth
at time t, the sell depth at time t, the amount of buy orders,
and the amount of sell orders in the order book, respectively.

When the coefcient of OBI is wom, the basic order price
of POMM Pt

fv,pom and that of PrOMM Pt
fv,prom, the buy

order price of POMM P
t,buy
o,pom and that of PrOMM P

t,buy
o,prom,

and the sell order price of POMM Pt,sell
o,pom and that of PrOMM

Pt,sell
o,prom are given by equations (7)–(12), respectively.
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P
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1
2
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Note that the larger the buy (sell) depth is than the sell
(buy) depth, the more likely POMM’s buy (sell) limit
orders are to be executed with sell (buy) market orders
relative to NAs’ buy (sell) limit orders. On the other hand,
the larger the buy (sell) depth is than the sell (buy) depth,
the more likely PrOMM’s sell (buy) limit orders are to be
executed with buy (sell) market orders of NAs. Fur-
thermore, when OBI is small, POMM (PrOMM) does not
want to have much infuence on its own order strategy
because OBI may be coincidental, but when it is large,
POMM (PrOMM) wants to make a large correction
because of the possibility of some large buying (selling)
pressure. To model these characteristics, the weighted
portions of OBI in equations (7) and (8) are made
nonlinear.

Here, the order prices of HFT agents are reset according
to equations (13) and (14) and do not become market orders
of the HFT agents if either or both of P

t,buy
o,pm ≥Pt,sell and

Pt,sell
o,pm ≤Pt,buy are satisfed.
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If P
t,buy
o,pm ≥Pt,sell, then

P
t,buy
o,pm � P

t,sell
− ∆P,

P
t,sell
o,pm � P

t,sell
− ∆P  + Pfθpm.

(13)

If Pt,sell
o,pm ≤Pt,buy, then

P
t,buy
o,pm � P

t,buy
+ ∆P  − Pfθpm,

P
t,sell
o,pm � P

t,buy
+ ∆P.

(14)

3. Simulation

3.1. Overview. In this study, we built two market simulation
environments. In one, the market price transition is stable;
that is, market volatility is low. Hereinafter, we call this the
stable market. In the other, a fash crash occurs, the market
price transition becomes unstable, and market volatility is
high. We call this the unstable market. Letting each of the
three types of HFT agents participate in each market, we
investigate how the HFT agent afects market price, vola-
tility, and the performance of the HFT agent.

Te stable market is achieved by keeping a fundamental
price Pf constant throughout the simulation. Te unstable
market is realized by having a fash crash occur, i.e., having
NAs submit sell orders with order price 1 with a probability
20% during the 30,000 time units from time 100,001 to time
130,000. HFT agents place their orders according to the
proposed strategies in the simulations (including during the
plunge).

Each simulation ends at the time te � 800,000. Te values
of the other parameters are shown in Table 1.

3.2. Validation of Proposed AM. Real fnancial markets have
particular statistical properties such as volatility clustering
and a fat tail, as empirical studies have indicated [34–36].We
confrmed whether our proposed AM reproduces the sta-
tistical features of the price transitions [37]. Although early
AMs were not able to reproduce the ubiquitous scaling laws
of returns, recent AMs have been able to replicate volatility
clustering and a fat tail [29, 38–42]. Tus, we set the model
parameters as listed in Table 1 so as to reproduce these
features (these are also the settings used in Yagi et al. [29]).
Table 2 shows that both the autocorrelation coefcients for
squared returns with several lags and kurtosis are positive,
which means that all runs replicated volatility clustering and
a fat tail. Tus, the model reproduces long-term statistical
characteristics observed in actual fnancial markets. Te
statistics for stylized facts in Table 2 are averages over 20
simulation runs, for which we calculated price returns at
intervals of 100 time units.

As mentioned in Section 1, it is known that OBI is
correlated with future returns (OBI property) in actual f-
nancial markets, i.e., positive returns are obtained when
there are more buy orders than sell orders around the best
quote, and negative returns when there are more sell orders
than buy orders [14, 15]. When the buy depth Dpt,buyis
greater than (less than) the sell depth Dpt,sellat the most

recently executed time t, we calculate the value obtained by
subtracting the number of times the return (ln (Pt′ /Pt)) is
negative (positive) from the number of times the return is
positive (negative) at the next execution time t′, and then
divide the result by the number of transactions (volume).
Tis value is positive if the OBI property is satisfed and is
called here the proportion of OBI property.

Te proportion of OBI property in Table 2, which is the
average of 20 simulation runs, is indeed positive in this
model and is statistically signifcant at the 0.05 level (since
previous studies [14, 15] focused on the correlation between
the magnitude of OBI and the magnitude of returns, the
correlation was analysed quantitatively using, for example,
regression lines. On the other hand, since we focused on the
qualitative impact of the OBI property on HFT agents’
behaviours, it is sufcient to confrm that the OBI property
holds in our AM). Terefore, it can be confrmed that the
proposed model is valid.

4. Results and Discussion

4.1. Price Transitions. In this section, we compare market
price transitions in a stable market with those in an unstable
market with fash crashes when each of the three types of
HFT agents (PMM, POMM, and PrOMM) participates. In
the stable markets, price changes in the market where an
HFT agent participates are smaller than those in the market

Table 1: Parameters.

Parameter Initial value
te 800,000
N 1,000
w1,max 1
w2,max 10
umax 1
τmax 10,000
σε 0.06
Pd 1,000
tc 10,000
∆P 1.0
Pf 10,000
tl 10,000
kl 4
δl 0.01
θpm 0.003
wpm 5.0 × 10− 8

wom 10.0

Table 2: Stylized facts.

Kurtosis 4.089

Autocorrelation coefcients for squared returns

Lag
1 0.158
2 0.123
3 0.090
4 0.074
5 0.064

Proportion of the OBI property 2.396%

Complexity 5



where HFTagents do not participate (refer to Figure 1). Tis
result is consistent with the result of Yagi et al. [29] that
when HFTagents trade in the stable market, prices converge
approximately between the buy and sell order prices of HFT
agents (the HFT agents’ spread), resulting in price stability.
On the other hand, in the unstable market, price changes are
similar between whether or not HFTagents participate (refer
to Figure 2). If the orders of HFTagents played the same role
as in the stable market, the price declines would not be as
large as those in the market without HFTagents because the
buy orders of HFT agents would support the price when the
fash crash occurred. Tus, we checked the extent to which
buy orders of HFT agents were executed during each phase
in the unstable market.

Tables 3–5 summarize the numbers of orders in the order
book for each agent type when a new order is placed and
a trade is executed during each of the four phases. Tat is,
Tables 3–5 show the number of limit orders, which market
orders match for each agent type by phase.Tese values were
calculated as averages of 20 simulation runs. Phase 1 is the
period before the fash crash begins. Phase 2 is from the time
NAs’ market sell orders at price 1 begin to be placed until the
market price reaches its lowest point. Phase 3 is during the
rebound of the price from the lowest point. In this exper-
iment, the rebound is considered to have ended when prices
recover to Pf − dpf

(dpf
� 50). Phase 4 is the period from the

end of Phase 3 to the end of the simulation.
In Phase 1, most of the buy (sell) orders in the order

book, which matched market sell (buy) orders were placed
by HFT agents. For example, the proportion of buy (sell)
orders of PMM to the total limit orders executed is 83.5%
(82.6%) in Table 3. Terefore, we can see that most of the
market orders matched the limit orders of HFT agents.

In Phase 2, the proportion of buy limit orders of HFT
agents, which matched market orders is signifcantly lower
than that in Phase 1 (e.g., that of PMM is 2.0%), while the
proportion of buy limit orders of NAs is much higher (e.g.,
that of NA is 98.0%). On the other hand, the amount of sell
limit orders of HFT agents (e.g., that of PMM is 136.0) is
larger than that of NAs (that of NAs is 6.8); however, the
total amount of sell limit orders, which matched market buy
orders (e.g., 7,033.4 (�6,893.3 + 140.1) in Table 3), is much
more than that of buy limit orders, which matched market
sell orders (e.g., 142.8).

From the abovementioned statements, it can be seen that
HFT agents rarely trade, while NAs trade with each other in
Phase 2. Tis result suggests that HFT agents’ trades have
little efect on market price declines.

Finally, we also check the behaviours of HFT agents
and NAs. In Phase 3, the proportions of buy limit orders
of HFT agents are higher than those of sell limit orders of
HFT agents (e.g., those of PMM are 80.6% and 21.3%,
respectively). However, as the total amount of sell limit
orders that matched market buy orders (those of PMM
and NAs are 5437.8.) is more than that of buy limit orders
that matched market sell orders (those of PMM and NAs
are 1420.5), HFTagents’ trades have not had as great of an
impact on price formation as they did during the plunge;
i.e., HFT does not seem to have contributed much to the

price rebound either. Terefore, in Phase 3, many buy
orders are submitted, most of them become market or-
ders, and the price rebounds. In Phase 4, the proportions
of both buy and sell limit orders of HFT agents that
matched market orders are higher than those of NAs,
indicating that the orders of HFT agents match many of
the market orders.

As a result, although there are some diferences between
HFT agents’ transactions, the above explanation roughly
accounts for why HFT agents do not participate much in
trading when prices change widely, and why HFT is not
expected to be efective in stabilizing volatility.

4.2. HFT Agents’ Performances. For both the stable and un-
stable markets, the performances of the three types of HFT
agents at the end of the simulation are shown in Table 6. Tese
performances are the averages over 20 simulation runs. Figures 3
and 4 show the performance transitions of eachHFTagent in the
stable and unstable markets, respectively.

Te performance of POMM is the best among the three
types of HFT agents in the stable market; however, it is the
worst among them in the unstable market.

In the stable market, the position market-making
strategies of all HFT agents appear to work properly, al-
though there are some diferences between their positions.
Te reasons for the diferences in performance between the
HFT agents may be as follows.

First, the reason that the performance of POMM is better
than that of PMM seems to be that the proft from the OBI
strategy is added to the proft from the position market-
making strategy, as there is a positive correlation between
OBI and future returns. On the other hand, the performance
of PrOMM is worse than that of PMM, as PrOMM’s strategy
expected a negative correlation between OBI and future
returns.

Next, we attempt to explain the mechanisms of HFT
agents’ performances in the unstable market.

When the market price declines sharply, PMM’s buy
position becomes large (refer to Figure 5) because PMM’s
buy limit orders match the sell orders of NAs at price 1
during the fash crash. Terefore, PMM’s performance de-
teriorates rapidly as the price falls and the buy limit orders of
PMM are executed one after another (see Figure 4).

When the market price reaches the bottom, the
downward trend of PMM’s performance moderates. Tis
is because PMM changed from a buy position to a sell
position around the bottom price. When the price falls
signifcantly, the divergence between it and the funda-
mental price increases, so the infuence of the funda-
mental strategy of NAs becomes stronger. As a result,
many NAs begin to place buy orders, and the market price
stops falling and rebounds. PMM’s performance de-
teriorates because the price rises while PMM maintains
a sell position, but the deterioration of PMM’s perfor-
mance is slow because the price rises slowly.

Later, as the price rebound progresses and the market
price begins to converge with the fundamental price, PMM’s
performance begins to improve. Te reason for this is as
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follows. When the price becomes as high as the fundamental
price, NAs place buy orders at a price equal to the funda-
mental price, but PMM, wishing to unwind its sell position,
places buy orders at higher prices, which leads to the un-
winding of PMM’s buy position. Tis is because the position
market-making strategy begins to function when the excess
sell position is eliminated.

Since POMM takes the position of market-making strategy,
its performance transition is basically the same as that of PMM,
but the infuence of the OBI strategy is further refected in its
strategy. Tus, during the fash crash when the buy depth is
greater than the sell depth in the order book (refer to Figures 5
and 6), as POMM takes a larger buy position than PMM,
POMM’s performance is more afected by the fash crash than
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Figure 2: Price transitions of the unstable market.
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Figure 1: Price transitions of the stable market.
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that of PMM. Terefore, its performance is worse than that of
PMM.Note that the reasonwhy the sell depth is extremely small
during the price sharp decline is that the price falls so sharply
that NAs’ sell orders do not have time to accumulate in the price
range between the market price and Dp ticks above it. During
the rebound period, because the sell depth is larger than the buy
depth, POMM’s sell position becomes larger than PMM’s sell
position. Ten, POMM’s performance deteriorates further
because POMM tries to decrease its sell position even if the
market price rises. After that, when the diference between the
sell depth and the buy depth converges to some extent, the
impact of the OBI strategy becomes smaller, and that of the
position market-making strategy becomes larger, POMM’s
performance recovers.

PrOMM’s performance is more strongly afected by
the OBI strategy than by the position market-making
strategy, because the diference between the sell depth
and buy depth during the price rebound period after
a sharp decline is so large. Note that the transitions of the
sell and buy depths in the market with PrOMM are al-
most the same as those in the market with POMM (refer
to Figure 6). Since PrOMM takes a strategy that expects
OBI and future returns to be negatively correlated, after
reaching a buy position due to the position market-
making strategy at the time of the sharp decline, it
quickly changes to a sell position (refer to Figure 5).
Tus, PrOMM’s performance improves during the
subsequent sharp decline. Moreover, when the price

Table 3: Numbers and proportions of NA’s and PMM’s orders in the order book that matched a new order.

NA PMM

Phase 1 Buy orders 190.9 (16.5%) 965.6 (83.5%)
Sell orders 202.5 (17.4%) 963.9 (82.6%)

Phase 2 Buy orders 6,893.3 (98.0%) 140.1 (2.0%)
Sell orders 6.8 (4.8%) 136.0 (95.2%)

Phase 3 Buy orders 275.5 (19.4%) 1145.0 (80.6%)
Sell orders 4277.7 (78.7%) 1160.1 (21.3%)

Phase 4 Buy orders 592.5 (15.0%) 3,357.8 (85.0%)
Sell orders 986.2 (22.7%) 3,350.6 (77.3%)

Table 4: Numbers and proportions of NA’s orders and POMM’s orders in the order book that matched a new order.

NA PMM

Phase 1 Buy orders 178.3 (15.2%) 993.0 (84.8%)
Sell orders 192.7 (16.3%) 990.3 (83.7%)

Phase 2 Buy orders 6905.5 (97.7%) 163.3 (2.3%)
Sell orders 9.4 (6.5%) 134.2 (93.5%)

Phase 3 Buy orders 329.3 (24.2%) 1,031.3 (75.8%)
Sell orders 4,327.8 (80.1%) 1,077.5 (19.9%)

Phase 4 Buy orders 567.8 (14.2%) 3,439.8 (85.8%)
Sell orders 982.0 (22.3%) 3,424.1 (77.7%)

Table 5: Numbers and proportions of NA’s orders and PrOMM’s orders in the order book that matched a new order.

NA PMM

Phase 1 Buy orders 365.5 (32.7%) 753.4 (67.3%)
Sell orders 369.5 (32.9%) 755.4 (67.1%)

Phase 2 Buy orders 6,987.4 (98.9%) 77.3 (1.1%)
Sell orders 7.9 (6.7%) 109.2 (93.3%)

Phase 3 Buy orders 297.2 (21.2%) 1,105.7 (78.8%)
Sell orders 4,308.9 (80.2%) 1,063.8 (19.8%)

Phase 4 Buy orders 1,177.8 (32.0%) 2,498.7 (68.0%)
Sell orders 1,575.9 (38.6%) 2,510.2 (61.4%)

Table 6: Performances of HFT agents.

PMM POMM PrOMM
Stable market 29,241.9 30,950.1 6,485.9
Unstable market −647.2 −23,927.0 32,834.8
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Figure 3: HFT agents’ performances in the stable market.
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begins to rebound, it achieves a buy position immedi-
ately, and the performance is further improved as the
price rebounds.

Tese results suggest that when fash crashes occur,
PrOMM may have the best performance, while the per-
formances of PMM and POMM may deteriorate.

5. Conclusion

In this study, we prepared a stable market and an unstable
market with a fash crash as AMs and investigated how
three types of HFT agents afect the markets and how the
performance of each HFT agent is afected by each of
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these markets. Te three types of HFT agents in our AM
were as follows. One was an HFT agent with a position
market-making strategy (PMM), which is common
among HFT strategies. Another was a PMM with the OBI
strategy (POMM), which it combines with the positive
correlation between OBI and future returns. Te third
was a PMM with the reverse OBI strategy (PrOMM),
which it combines with the negative correlation between
OBI and future returns.

As a result, we found that price changes in the market
where HFTagents participate were smaller than those in the
market where HFTagents did not participate, whereas price
changes were similar regardless of whether HFT agents
participated in the market where a fash crash occurred.
Tese results suggest that HFT agents’ transactions con-
tribute to more stable prices in the stable market, whereas
their transactions are not expected to be efective in stabi-
lizing price in the market with the fash crash.

Regarding the performances of HFT agents, it was
found that PMM accumulated solid profts in stable
markets and recovered relatively quickly in the fash crash
market, even though its performance temporarily de-
teriorated. On the other hand, POMM achieved high
performance in the stable market. Tis result is consistent
with a fnding of Goldstein et al. [18], which claimed that
the relative level of stock prices in the future increases as
the number of buy orders relative to sell orders in the
limit order book increases. Stoikov [19] proposed a HFT
strategy, which took into account a micro-price that is
a mid-price adjustment that incorporates OBIs and bid-
ask spreads. He reported that the micro-price was a better
predictor for short-term movements of mid-prices than
mid-prices and volume-weighted mid-prices. Tis fnd-
ing of Stoikov [19] also seems to be consistent with our
result. However, POMM performed worse than PMM in
the fash crash market. It seems difcult to compare the
result with the fndings of Goldstein et al. [18] and
Stoikov [19], as their fndings were based on market data
from a relatively stable period. Finally, PrOMM’s per-
formances were the opposite of those of POMM. Tese
results may suggest that a trading strategy that takes into
account the OBI property tends to be high-risk and high-
return.

As mentioned above, there have been previous studies
that empirically analysed HFT investment strategies that
take into account OBI, but the periods examined in those
studies were limited to when the market was relatively stable.
Terefore, our frst future work is to analyse how an HFT
agent with the OBI strategy behaves during periods of
market instability, based on empirical data. Although all
HFTagents in this study set their order prices using the mid-
price as the basic order price, HFT investment behaviours
may change if the basic order price difers. For example,
Peña [43] proposed pure price as a diferent reference price
from the mid-price and used pure price when proposing
algorithmic trading strategies to construct portfolios that
balance proftability and default risk. Tus, the pure price
deserves consideration as one of the candidates for the basic
order price. On the other hand, the diferences in investment

behaviours among PMM, POMM, and PrOMMmay depend
only on the OBI strategy if the basic order prices of these
agents are calculated by the same method, regardless of what
the base price is calculated by. Terefore, our second future
work is to investigate HFT behaviour and its impact on the
market when the basic order price is diferent from the mid-
price, as in the case of pure price. Finally, as we did not
compare our results with realistic data, we intend to research
the relationship between our results and realistic data as our
third future work.
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